
Simple operation >> As the name suggests EzFeed makes 
feeding silage easier than ever before. As standard only 
one set of hydraulics is all it takes to connect and power 
the whole machine and our clever adjustable load-sensing 
hydraulics takes care of the rest making EzFeed  
the ideal wagon for low-skilled staff.

EZFEED  
SM110 / SM130

100% ROLLER CHAINS

With EzFeed gone are the days 

of trouble-some link chains and 

conveyor belts which require constant 

adjustment, fine-tuning and are often 

slipping or breaking disrupting your 

feeding program. EzFeed is the first 

wagon on the market to run a 100% 

roller-chain design to overcome this.

HEAVY DUTY JACK STAND

Built to take the place of a quick 

hitch foot and jack stand.

SIMPLE OPERATION

As the name suggests EzFeed makes 

feeding silage easier than ever before. 

As standard only one set of hydraulics 

is all it takes to connect and power 

the whole machine and our clever 

adjustable load-sensing hydraulics 

takes care of the rest making EzFeed 

the ideal wagon for low-skilled staff.

TWINFEED

The first silage wagon to feature left or right hand 

feed discharge for more feeding versatility. And with 5 

positions for the discharge floor allows for easy setup 

when feeding into troughs. Coming soon is an electric 

in-cab controller option for on the fly feed direction 

change and hydraulic side-shift.

CRASH BUMPER

Heavy duty crash bumper 

to protect side discharge.

VISIBILITY KIT

Optional safety kit includes 

safety chains, LED lights and 

front and rear hazard panels.
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SUPER STRONG BARS

Strongest 65x35x4mm (2.5”x1.5”x0.15”) 

box section bolt on replacable bars on 

elevator and conveyor.

COVERED CHAINS

Prevents material from building up in chains 

& sprockets, increasing service life.

CENTRAL GREASING

Remote greasing as standard, 

saves time and maintenance.

MASSIVE ROLLER CHAIN

1000mm (40”) roller chain/bar 

discharge for reliable and even 

unobstructed flow of material.

TAILGATE AUTO-RELEASE

For quick ejection of material 

out the back, and protects 

from accidental damage due 

to control mishaps.

PROVEN PLATFORM

Built utilising our proven Combi wagon platform EzFeed has 

the toughest axle design on the market by a country mile, 

large suspension travel, comes scale ready for our industry 

first FeedLink feed management system which weighs on 

both the jack/skid and drawbar, impact resistant  

puck-board floors, toughest bars and more. 

HUNGRY BOARDS

Virtually indestructable our replacable  

roto-moulded hungry boards can take a 

beating from your front-loader without 

turning to splinters or dinging up your 

nice new EzFeed silage wagon. Another 

industry first from Hustler.

> Specifications subject to change without prior notice - check hustlerequipment.com for current specifications and options
> Some models not available in all territories, check with your local Hustler Field Consultant for availability in your country

Want more about our 
new larger-capacity SX 
models? Ask one of our 
friendly Hustler reps for a 
supplementary brochure.

hustlerequipment.com
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We did look into other brands, but found that this  

one was what we really required now. It is a very 

strong built design. And I believe that Hustlers got the 

best gear out, for dairy farmers, sheep farmers, cattle 

farmers to do this bulk feeding, that they require a 

good machine to actually do the hard work.”

“

Boyd Houghton - Tirau, New Zealand

Farmer and owner of a Hustler EzFeed SM110
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